$$$ MONEY CAT & DOG - JO NAKASHIMA
THIS IS NOT MY MODEL - SEE THE VERY TALENTED ARTIST HERE
Video Instructions: cat dog
The model is the same for the cat and dog except for the face. Dog face instructions are at the
end.
Make a waterbomb base.

Fold edges to middle and crease.

Flip the waterbomb base over to the other side while simultaneously folding in the edges along
the crease you just made.

Flip the model over, it should look like this.

Flip it back around and fold the corner to the center to make the ear.

***For dog face see instructions at the end
Inside reverse fold i.e. separate the two layers and push the edge inside and back out.

Repeat on the other ear

Sink the corners to make the ears look more ear-like.

Make a nose.

Flip over and fold edges to the middle.

Open up the ear layers and stuff it under the thing you just made

repeat

***Continue from dog face
Next 3 steps make a waterbomb base that will fold behind the cat

Look carefully- the triangle waterbomb thing you just made should be out of sight in the back,
pointing up. Fold those other flaps in part way to make the legs and paws.

Flip over and release part of the waterbomb base.

Tuck corners underneath

This part is a little tricky. The model with be 3D and not lie flat. Pull the white part out to make a
triangle and bring the grey seams together. It will be a bowl shape. Make sure it is facing the
right way- the cat should be looking into the bowl.

Tuck that little white triangle into a pocket (either side) to lock the paper in the bowl shape.

Now collapse the bowl so the paper lies flat again. This makes the tail.

Release the paper behind the tail and fold it over the outside. This should make two little flaps
on either side of the tail. This will keep the tail together.

Flip over and make the cat's neck. The paper is very thick so crease it hard.

Sink these very thick corners to lock the fold in place and keep your model from falling apart. If
your cat is looking sadly at the ground, you didn't do it right. No sad cats allowed.

And you're done! I like to shape the legs and tail but it's not necessary.

DOG FACE
*** Continue from cat instructions
Fold inside then reverse.

Flatten.

Move the triangle layer over.

Fold the small thing.

Repeat on other side.

Flip over. Fold the top towards you while spreading the corners.

Reverse the fold and tuck the paper inside along the fold you just made.

Fold ears down.

Fold ears back.

I'll be honest, I'm still not entirely sure how to do this step.

Make that cute little puppy nose.

Continue in cat instructions***

Thank you Jo Nakashima for such an AMAZING model! I use it when I leave tips in restaurants
and it always gets a smile :)
My puppy dogs, Max and Sandy

